Scanner Manager from Kodak Alaris

Smart, cloud-based device management
dashboard to optimize scanner operations
For optimized mission-critical capture and best return on
investment, you need to be fully aware of the state of your
equipment. Gaining effective, real-time insight into your
scanners can deliver the highest productivity for your capture
environment. The Scanner Manager from Kodak Alaris is
an offering that delivers deeper knowledge of operations,
provides proactive alerts, and reduces unscheduled downtime.
Now you can gain the advantages of ongoing monitoring and
status oversight for every scanner on your network.

Enhance efficiency and reduce costs
With continuous management of – and reporting on – scanners
across your entire enterprise, you can view reports, analyze, and
take actions to streamline the productivity of your capture workflow.
Because you know more, you can lower time and dollar costs with
usage-based optimization of all deployed scanners from Kodak
Alaris and slash unscheduled downtime through alert management.

Three Scanner Manager plan choices
1. You manage
Your managers can access and download cloud-based
dashboard data anytime, from anywhere, to view real-time
status and run reports for monitored scanners. Scanners can
be added or removed as needed.
2. We manage for you
Kodak Alaris sends monthly usage reports to designated
company recipients, as well as providing insights derived from
scanner-specific rules. When triggered, these rules generate
alerts that combine information with insight to maximize
scanner and system performance.
3. Alert management
Real-time alerts for practical management of fleets – including
multi-feed and jam reports, consumables reporting, and more.
You’ll quickly learn of active and potential problems and be
able to prevent future issues. We receive and respond
proactively to alerts and use the associated data to identify
potential productivity issues with the goals of preventing
future unscheduled downtime and assuring ongoing workflow.
Scanners can be added or removed as needed.
Additional Value Add - Scanner Finder Tool:
Enables automatic discovery of Kodak Alaris and
OEM scanners on your network. It enables an initial
inventory in your environment of USB scanners in
minutes versus hours or days.

Know more. Accomplish more.
Our experts constantly create, define, modify, and remove rules in
the Scanner Manager from Kodak Alaris, with all efforts focused
on smoother operations and greater savings.
The versatile Scanner Manager is a smarter way to gain actionable
information and insight for your scanner operations. Ease of use is
built-in, whether you let us do the monitoring or handle it yourself.
Ask about plans so you can know more – to do more – with your
scanner fleet.

Applicable Scanners
Distributed Capture

Production Capture

i920, i940

i1405, i1410, i1420, i1440

i1150, i1180, i1190, i1190E

i3200, i3250, i3300, i3400, i3450, i3500, S2085f, S3060f,
S3060, S3100f, S3100, S3120

i2400, i2420, i2600, i2620, i2800, i2820

i4200, i4600, i4200 Plus, i4620 Plus

i2900

i4250, i4650, i4850

E1025, E1035

i5200, i5600, i5800

S2040, S2050, S2070, S2060w, S2080w

i5250, i5650, i5850, i5650S, i5850S

For a complete list of specs, or to learn more:
AlarisWorld.com/go/services
Contact us:
AlarisWorld.com/go/contactus
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